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Why natural 
language 
processing?
And why is it a hard problem?
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Fora, social media, blog, 
products review

Books (digital, or digitised)

Interviews

Analysis of how parents perceive their 
baby, their behaviours towards their 
child, and thus understand how does 
overprotection develops throughout 
childhood

>300 stories, manually and NLP analysis

Bo: An intelligent network agent to 
promote physical activity in children 
with Congenital Heart Defects

http://resolver.tudelft.nl/uuid:fd895415-c353-41d5-8430-f0a67fd40ad4
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Big Textual Data = Language at scale
One of the largest reflections of the world, a man-made one

Essential to better understand people, organisations, products, services, systems
and their relationships!

Language is a proxy for human behaviour and a strong signal of individual characteristics
Language is always situated 
Language is also a political instrument
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Why NLP?
Answer questions using the Web
Translate documents from one language to another
Do library research; summarize
Archive and allow access to cultural heritage
Interact with intelligent devices
Manage messages intelligently
Help make informed decisions
Follow directions given by any user
Fix your spelling or grammar

Grade exams
Write poems or novels
Listen and give advice
Estimate public opinion
Read everything and make predictions
Interactively help people learn
Help disabled people
Help refugees/disaster victims
Document or reinvigorate indigenous languages

Can you imagine other purposes?
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Natural Language Processing
Computers using natural language as input and/or output

L anguage: signs, meanings, and a code connecting signs with their meanings

N atural: human communication, unlike e.g., programming languages

P rocessing: computational methods to allow computers to `understand’, or to generate
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Go beyond keyword matching 

Identify the structure and meaning of words, sentences, texts and conversations
Deep understanding of broad language
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Human languages are messy, ambiguous, and ever-changing
A string may have many possible interpretations at every level 
The correct resolution of the ambiguity will depend on the intended meaning, which is often 
inferable from the context

There is tremendous diversity in human languages
Languages express the same kind of meaning in different ways
Some languages express some meanings more readily/often

Knowledge Bottleneck
Knowledge about language
Knowledge about the world

Common sense
Reasoning

NLP is hard
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Ambiguity and Expressivity

Who wrote Winnie the Pooh?
Where did Chris live?

Christopher Robin is alive and well. He is the same person that you 
read about in the book, Winnie the Pooh. As a boy, Chris lived in a 
pretty home called Cotchford Farm. When Chris was three years 

old, his father wrote a poem about him. The poem was printed in a 
magazine for others to read. Mr. Robin then wrote a book 
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Sparsity
Zipf’s Law: The distribution of word frequencies is 
very skewed 

The most frequent word will occur approximately twice 
as often as the second most frequent word, which 
occurs twice as often as the fourth most frequent word, 
etc. 

Regardless of how large our corpus is, there will be 
a lot of infrequent words 

This means we need to find clever ways to estimate the 
value of words that we have rarely (or never) seen

Words ordered by their frequency

“... given some document collection, the frequency 
of any word is inversely proportional to its rank in 

the frequency table...”
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Language evolves
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An Example of NLP Process - Smart Speakers

Su licenza

In this module



Language
A recap
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Levels of Linguistic Representation
The mapping between levels is hard
Appropriateness of representation depends on the application

Discourse

Pragmatics

Semantics

Syntax

Lexemes / Lexical Items

Morphology

deeper

shallower



Morphology
Words are the atomic elements in a language
Many words have an internal structure that shapes their meaning
Morphology analysis: split words into meaningful components

The structure of words

Useful for orthographic error correction

systemun atic

RootPrefix Suffix

basket ball

Compound Word
46

Bound Morphemes

Derivational Inflectional

Prefixes Suffixes Suffixes
de- pre-
In- un-

-ion -ly
-able -er

Plural -s
-ing -ed

Free Morphemes

Can stand alone as 
own word
Dog, gentle, picture, 
gem
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Lexemes
A fundamental unit of the lexicon of a language

An abstract vocabulary item which may be realised in different sets of grammatical variants

The same word can have multiple meanings: 
bank, mean
Extra challenge: domain-specific meanings

Abstract

Word Form

FLY1 FLY2noun verb
(psysobj (animal (insect))) (PTRANS (from … to))

- fly
- fly’s
- flies
- flies’

- fly
- flies
- flying
- Flew
- flown

- flyer
- flyable
- no-fly

word-familyParadigmParadigm

# ✈
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Lexical Items
A single word, a part of a word, or a chain of words that forms the basic elements of a language's lexicon

Examples of lexical items
Lexemes (previous slide)
Phrasal verbs, e.g. put off, get out
Multiword expressions, e.g. by the way, inside out
Idioms, e.g. break a leg, a bitter pill to swallow
Sayings, e.g. The early bird gets the worm, The devil is in the details
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Lexical Ambiguity
The presence of two or more possible meanings within a single word

Word sense ambiguity
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Part Of Speech
The syntactic role of each word in a sentence

Relatively fixed

Always created 
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Part-Of-Speech /2
Nouns (NN, NNS): words for people, places, or things. Singular or plural

cat, mango, algorithm, beauty, pacing
Proper Nouns (NNP, NNPS): names of specific persons or entities

Evangelos, Delft, TU Delft
Adjectives: describe the properties or qualities of nouns

e.g. colour (white, black), age (old, young), value (good, bad)
Verbs (VB): actions and processes

Multiple inflexions for singular/plural and verb tense
Adverbs (ADV): used to modify other terms (not only verbs)

Directional, degree, manner, temporal, some similar to nouns
Personal and Possessive Pronouns (PRP): shorthand for referring to an entity or event

you, she, I, it, me, my, your, his, her, its, one’s, our, their 
Wh-pronouns: used in questions

what, who, whom, whoever
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Syntax
The syntax of a language is the set of principles (rules) under which sequences of words are judged to be 
grammatically acceptable by fluent speakers 
Basic syntactical elements (there are more)

Constituents: atomic tokens made up of a group of words
Noun Phrase (NP)

groups made up of nouns, determiners, adjectives, conjunctions 
e.g the big house, a red and large carpet

Verb Phrase (VP)
A verb eventually followed by an NP or a prepositional phrase (PP) 
e.g. eat (verb), eat a pizza (verb + NP), eat a pizza with the fork (verb + NP + PP)

Grammatical Relations: formalization of the sentence structure as a link between SUBJECTS and 
OBJECTS 

es.[he]/SUBJECT took [thebighammer]/OBJECT
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Syntactic Ambiguity

I saw her duck

The presence of two or more possible meanings within a single sentence or 
sequence of words
They can be solved only at the semantic (or higher) level

Using statistical or semantic knowledge

I saw the Grand Canyon flying to New York

Clearly the grand
canyon does not 
fly….
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Syntactic Ambiguity

Noun 
Phrase

Different structures lead to different interpretations
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Attachment Ambiguity

The policeman shot the thief with the gun

The policeman used the gun to shoot the thief The policeman shot a thief that had a gun

Noun 
Phrase

Verb 
Phrase

Prepositional 
Phrase
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Pronoun reference ambiguity

https://www.printwand.com/blog/8-catastrophic-examples-of-word-choice-mistakes
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Semantics
The study of the meaning of words (lexical semantics), and how these combine to form the meanings of 
sentences (compositional semantics)

Mapping of natural language sentences into domain representations
E.g., a robot command language, a database query, or an expression in a formal logic
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Lexical Semantics
A lexicon (the vocabulary of a language) generally has a 
highly structured form

It stores the meanings and uses of each word
It encodes the relations between words and meanings 

A lexeme is a minimal unit represented in the lexicon. It 
pairs 

A stem: the orthographic (or phonological) form chosen words 
(or, sometimes a lexical item)
A sense: a representation of one aspect of the meaning of a 
word

A dictionary is a type of lexicon where meanings are 
expressed through definitions and examples 

Lexeme

Sense (s)

Lexeme

Sense (s)
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Lexical and semantic relations among words (senses)
Homonymy

Lexemes that have the same form (and the same PoS) 
but unrelated meanings

e.g. bank (the financial institution, the river bank) 

Polysemy

It happens when a lexeme has more related meanings

It depends on the word etymology - unrelated meaning 
usually have a different origin ) 

e.g. bank (the financial institution), bank (the building 
hosting the financial institution)

Synonymy

distinct lexemes with the same meaning

e.g. fall, autumn; gift, present

Hyponymy / Hypernymy (is-a relation) {parent: 
hypernym, child: hyponym}

A relationship between two senses such that one 
denotes a subclass of the other 
e.g. dog. animal 
The relationship is not symmetric

Holonomy / Meronymy (part-whole relation)
A relationship between two senses such that one Is 
structurally or logically part of the other 
E.g. arm —> body (holonomy), bicycle —> wheel 
(meronymy)
The relationship is not symmetric

Antonymy
A relationship between two senses exists between words 
that have opposite meaning 
e.g. tall, short
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Wordnet
A hierarchical database of lexical relations

More than 200 languages

Three Separate sub-databases 
Nouns
Verbs
Adjectives and Adverbs

Each lexeme is associated with a set of senses (synset)
Synsets are linked by conceptual, semantic and 
lexical relationships 

Available online or for download 
http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/documentation/wnstats7wn

Noun Relations



Natural language 
processing tasks
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Morphology /1 - Tokenisation
Separation of words (or of morphemes) in a sentence 

Issues
Separators: punctuations 
Exceptions: „m.p.h“, „Ph.D“
Expansions: „we're“ = „we are“ 

Multi-words expressions: “New York”, “doghouse”
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Morphology /2
Normalisation

Sometimes we need to “normalize” terms 
We want to match U.S.A. and USA

Stopword removal
Removal of high-frequency words, which carry less 
information
E.g. determiners, prepositions
English stop list is about 200-300 terms (e.g., “been”, 
“a”, “about”, “otherwise”, “the”, etc..)
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Morphology /3
Stemming

Heuristic process that chops off the ends of 
words in the hope of achieving the goal 
correctly most of the time
Stemming collapses derivationally related 
words
Two basic types: 

Algorithmic: uses programs to determine 
related words 
Dictionary-based: uses lists of related 
words 

Example of Stemming with Different Algorithms
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Morphology /4
Lemmatisation

It uses dictionaries and 
morphological analysis of words in 
order to return the base or 
dictionary form of a word 
Lemmatization collapses the 
different inflectional forms of a 
lemma
Example: Lemmatization of “saw” 
—> attempts to return “see” or 
“saw” depending on whether the 
use of the token is a verb or a 
noun

Google, headquartered in Mountain View (1600 Amphitheatre 
Pkwy, Mountain View, CA 940430), unveiled the new Android 

phone for $799 at the Consumer Electronic Show. Sundar Pichai 
said in his keynote that users love their new Android phones.
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Syntax: Part-Of-Speech Tagging
Why do we care?

Text-to-speech: 
record[v] and record[n]
Lemmatization: 

saw[v] → see
saw[n] → saw

As input for many other 
NLP tasks

Chunking
Named entity 
recognition
Information extraction

Google, headquartered in Mountain View (1600 Amphitheatre 
Pkwy, Mountain View, CA 940430), unveiled the new Android 

phone for $799 at the Consumer Electronic Show. Sundar Pichai 
said in his keynote that users love their new Android phones.

https://cloud.google.com/natural-language#section-2
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Syntax: Dependency Parsing

https://www.textrazor.com/demo

ID5155 Advanced Machine Learning for Design is a technology 
elective embedded in the 1st year of the MSc programme of 
the Industrial Design Engineering at the Delft University of 
Technology.
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Syntax: Part-Of-Speech Tagging /2

Helicopters will patrol the temporary no-fly zone around New Jersey's MetLife Stadium Sunday, with F-16s based in Atlantic City ready to be scrambled if an 
unauthorized aircraft does enter the restricted airspHelicopters will patrol the temporary no-fly zone around New Jersey's MetLife Stadium Sunday, with F-16s 
based in Atlantic City ready to be scrambled if an unauthorized aircraft does enter the restricted airspace. Down below, bomb-sniffing dogs will patrol the trains 
and buses that are expected to take  approximately 30,000 of the 80,000-plus spectators to Sunday's Super Bowl between the Denver Broncos and Seattle 

Seahawks.ace. Down below, bomb-sniffing dogs will patrol the trains and buses that are expected to take  approximately 30,000 of the 80,000-plus spectators 
to Sunday's Super Bowl between the Denver Broncos and Seattle Seahawks.

https://cogcomp.seas.upenn.edu/page/demo_view/pos
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Syntax: Named Entity Recognition
• Factual information and knowledge are 

normally expressed by named entities
• Who, Whom, Where, When, Which, ...
• It is the core of the information extraction

systems

1. Identify words that refer to proper 
names of interest in a particular 
application

• E.g. people, companies, locations, dates, 
product names, prices, etc.

2. Classify them to the corresponding 
classes (e.g. person, location)

3. Assign a unique identifier from a 
database 

https://cloud.google.
com/natural-
language#section-2

Google, headquartered in Mountain View (1600 Amphitheatre 
Pkwy, Mountain View, CA 940430), unveiled the new Android 

phone for $799 at the Consumer Electronic Show. Sundar Pichai 
said in his keynote that users love their new Android phones.
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Document Categorisation / Topic Modeling 

https://www.textrazor.com/demo

Categorisation
assigning a label or category to an entire 
text or document
Supervised learning
For instance

Spam vs. Not spam
Language identification
Authors attribution
Assigning a library subject category or topic 
label 

Topic Modeling
A topic is the subject or theme of a 
discourse
Topic modeling: group documents/text 
according to their (semantic) similarity
An unsupervised machine learning 
approach
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Syntax: Sentiment Analysis
The detection of attitudes 

“enduring, affectively colored beliefs, 
dispositions towards objects or 
persons” 

Main elements
Holder (source)
Target (aspect)
Type of attitude 
Text containing the attitude

Tasks
Classification: Is the attitude of the text 
positive or negative?
Regression: Rank the attitude of the 
text from 1 to 5
Advanced: Detect the target, source, or 
complex attitude types

Google, headquartered in Mountain View (1600 Amphitheatre 
Pkwy, Mountain View, CA 940430), unveiled the new Android 

phone for $799 at the Consumer Electronic Show. Sundar Pichai 
said in his keynote that users love their new Android phones.
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Syntax: Sentiment Analysis / IBM Demo
Google, headquartered in Mountain View (1600 Amphitheatre Pkwy, Mountain View, CA 940430), unveiled the new Android 

phone for $799 at the Consumer Electronic Show. Sundar Pichai said in his keynote that users love their new Android phones.

https://www.ibm.c
om/demos/live/nat
ural-language-
understanding/self-
service/home
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Syntax: Emotion Analysis / IBM Demo
Google, headquartered in Mountain View (1600 Amphitheatre Pkwy, Mountain View, CA 940430), unveiled the new Android 

phone for $799 at the Consumer Electronic Show. Sundar Pichai said in his keynote that users love their new Android phones.

Detects anger, disgust, 
fear, joy, or sadness 
that is conveyed in the 
content or by the 
context around target 
phrases specified in 
the targets parameter.

https://www.ibm.c
om/demos/live/nat
ural-language-
understanding/self-
service/home
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Syntax - Language Analysis
Idea: people's language can provide insights into their psychological 
states (emotions, thinking style, etc)
For instance

Frequency of words associated with positive or negative emotions
Use of pronouns as a proxy for confidence and character traits 

Analytical Thinking: the degree to which people use words that suggest 
formal, logical, and hierarchical thinking patterns. 

low Analytical Thinking —> language that is more intuitive and personal
Influence: the relative social status, confidence, or leadership that people 
display through their writing or talking
Authenticity: the degree to which a person is self-monitoring

Low authenticity: prepared texts (i.e., speeches that were written ahead of 
time) and texts where a person is being socially cautious. 

Emotional tone: the higher the number, the more positive the tone. Numbers 
below 50 suggest a more negative emotional tone.
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The AMLFD Course Manual (page 1)

https://www.liwc.app
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Semantics: Word Sense Disambiguation
Multiple words can be spelt the same way (homonymy) 
The same word can also have different, related senses (polysemy)
Disambiguation depends on context!

The human brain is quite proficient at word-sense disambiguation. That natural language is 
formed in a way that requires so much of it is a reflection of that neurologic reality. In computer 

science and the information technology that it enables, it has been a long-term challenge to 
develop the ability in computers to do natural language processing and machine learning

https://supw
sd.net/supw

sd/dem
o
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Question Answering: IBM’s Watson
• Won Jeopardy on February 16, 2011

William Wilkinson’s 
“An account of the principalities of

Wallachia and Moldovia”
inspired this author’s
most famous novel

Bram Stoker
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Automated Summarisation
Condensing a piece of text to a shorter version 
while preserving key informational elements 
and the meaning of content
A very difficult task!

https://textsummarization.net/text-summarizer
https://brevi.app/single-demo
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Stance Detection

Input: Headline + text
Output: Classify stance (e.g., agrees, 
disagrees, discusses, unrelated)
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Machine Translation (not perfect)
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Natural Language Instructions / Dialog systems
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Natural Language Generation

Full text: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qtPa1cGgzTCaGHULvZIQMC03bk2G-YVB/view
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State of the Art in Text Analysis

Credits: Nava Tintarev
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State of the Art in Text Analysis

Credits: Nava Tintarev

Not anymore!



Admin
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Overview: Modules & Lectures

Introduction (Lecture 1): "AI and ML in iPSSs”

Module 1 (Lectures 2 & 3): "Text Processing methods for 
iPSSs”

Module 2 (Lectures 4 & 5): "Image Processing methods 
for iPSSs”

Module 3 (Lectures 6 & 7): "Train, Evaluate, and 
Integrate ML Models"



Group Formation
The Group Assignments require groups of 5/5 members

Group 6 has 3/5 members
Group 8 has 3/5 members
Group 7 has 4/5 members

We will make 2 groups of 5/5 members: 
Which groups will merge?



Week 2: Assignments & Preparation
1x Group Assignment (due in 2x weeks, portfolio graded at the 
end of the course)

peer assessment after each submission
feedback will be provided for each submission

1x Individual Task per week (no deadline or grade)
Solve the quizzes on Brightspace

1x Preparation for Tutorial 1 on Friday
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Sources
COALA H2020 EU Project: https://www.coala-h2020.eu/
CIS 419/519 Applied Machine Learning. Eric Eaton, Dinesh Jayaraman. 
https://www.seas.upenn.edu/~cis519/spring2020/
EECS498: Conversational AI. Kevin Leach. https://dijkstra.eecs.umich.edu/eecs498/
CS 4650/7650: Natural Language Processing. Diyi Yang. 
https://www.cc.gatech.edu/classes/AY2020/cs7650_spring/
Natural Language Processing. Alan W Black and David Mortensen. http://demo.clab.cs.cmu.edu/NLP/
IN4325 Information Retrieval. Jie Yang. 
Speech and Language Processing, An Introduction to Natural Language Processing, Computational 
Linguistics, and Speech Recognition. Third Edition. Daniel Jurafsky, James H. Martin.
Natural Language Processing, Jacob Eisenstein, 2018.

https://www.coala-h2020.eu/
https://www.seas.upenn.edu/~cis519/spring2020/
https://dijkstra.eecs.umich.edu/eecs498/
http://demo.clab.cs.cmu.edu/NLP/

